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Abstract

Neutronic and heat transfer calculatiOl1.E> l1Civebe~npeJ:~ormed for

two helium cooled blankets for the INTOR design. The neutronic

calculations show that the local tritium breeding ratios, both

for the ceramic blanket (Li2 Si03 ) and for the liquid blanket

(Li17Pb83 ) solutions, are 1.34 for natural tritium and

about 1.45 using 30 % Li 6 enrichment.

The heat transfer calculations show that it is possible to cool

the divertor section of the torus (heat flux = 1.7 Mw/m 2) with

helium with an inlet pressure of 52 bar and an inlet tempera

ture of 40 oe. The temperature of the back face of the divertor

can be kept at 130 oe. With helium with the same inlet condi

tions it is possible to cool the first wall as weIl (heat flux

= 0.136 Mw/m 2) and keep the back-face of this wall at a tempe

rature of 120 oe.

For the ceramic blanket we use helium with 52 bar inlet pressure

and 400 oe inlet temperature to ensure sufficiently high tem

peratures in the breeder material. The maximum temperature in

the pressure tubes containing the blanket is 450 oe, while the

maximum breeder particle temperature is 476 oe.

For the cooling of the liquid blanket the helium inlet condi~

tions are 25 bar and 225 oe. The resulting maximum temperature

of the Li 17Pb83 breeder is 395 oe, while the maximum temperature

of the moderator (ZrH1 • 7 ) is 409 oe.

The arrangement proposed for the ceramic blanket with the breeder

contained in perforated tubes promises an effective helium mass

exchange between the breeder bed and the main helium flow. This,

together with the possibility of keeping an extremely low

lev.el of impurities in the primary helium circuit, suggests

that the tritium inventory in the coolant helium should be very

small (of the order of a few grams). If one assumes ceramic

particles of 2 mm diameter and a tritium diffusivity in the

particles of 10-9 cm2/sec the tritium inventory in the ceramic

breeder is about 0.7 kg.
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Konzept-Entwürfe für zwei heliumgekühlte Fusionsreaktor

Blankets (Keramik- und Flüssigmetall-Brüter) für INTOR

Zusarrunenfassung

Neutronenphysikalische und Wärmeübergangsrechnungen wurden für

zwei heliumgekühlte Blankets für den INTOR-Entwurf durchge

führt. Die neutronenphysikalischen Rechnungen ergaben, daß die

lokale Tritiumbrutrate in beiden Blankets, d. h. für den

keramischen (Li 2Si03 ) und den flüssigmetallischen (Li 17Pbs3 )

Entwurf, mit natürlichem Lithium 1.34 und mit 30 % ange

reichertem Li 6 etwa 1.45 beträgt.

Die Wärmeübergangsrechnungen zeigen, daß es möglich ist, den

Divertorbereich des Torus (Wärmefluß = 1,7 MW/m 2) mit Helium

mit einem Eingangsdruck von 52 bar (5,2 MPa) und einer Eingangs

temperatur von 40 oe zu kühlen. Die Temperatur der Rückseite

des Divertors kann bei 130 oe gehalten werden. Mit Heiliium unter

gleichen Eingangsbedingungen ist es auch möglich, die erste

Wand (Wärmefluß = 0,136 Mw/m 2) zu kühlen und die Rückseite

dieser Wand bei einer Temperatur von 120 oe zu halten.

Für die Kühlung des Blankets mit keramischem Material gingen

wir von Helium mit einem Eingangsdruck von 52 bar und einer

Eingangstemperatur von 400 oe aus, um eine hinreichend hohe

Temperatur des Brutmaterials sicherzustellen. Die maximale

Temperatur in den Blanket-Druckrohren ist 450 oe, während die

Maximaltemperatur der Brutpartikel 476 oe beträgt.

Bei der Kühlung des Flüssigmetall-Blankets sind die Eingangs

bedingungen des Heliums 25 bar und 225 oe. Daraus resultiert

die Maximaltemperatur des Li 17PbS3-Brutstoffs von 395 oe, wäh

rend die Maximaltemperatur des Moderators (ZrH 1 ,7) 409 oe ist.

Der vorgeschlagene Entwurf für das Keramikblanket mit dem Brut

stoff in perforierten Rohren verspricht einen effektiven Helium

austausch zwischen dem Brutstoffbett und dem Hauptheliumfluß.
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Dieses und die Möglichkeit, die Verunreinigungen des prlmaren

Heliurokreislaufs niedrig zu halten, läßt vermuten~ daß das

T~itiuminventar im Helium als Kühlmittel äußerst gering sein

kann (in der Größenordnung von einigen Gramm). Wenn man

Keramikpartikel von 2 mm Durchmesser und eine Tritiumdiffusion

in den Partikeln von 10-9 cm2/sec annimmt, dann kommt man zu

einem Tritiuminventar im Blanket von rund 0,7 kg.
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1. Introduction

The Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center recently started a research
.and· eleve iopment.· programTö .Stlidy-tliet.ec:lynölögicalproblems connected

with the design of the blanket of a magnetic confined fusion reactor.

In the present \\7ork we investigate the possibility of using helium

as coolant of the first wall and of' the blanket, rather than the

proposed light or heavy water. As a basis for our investigations

we have taken the INTOR design /1/, which was performed by

an international group of experts and which can be considered as

typical of the next Tokamak reactor tobe built either in Europe

or overseas.

The advantage of using helium as a coolant is threefold. First

and foremost1the use of helium potentially allows a considerable

increase in the tritium breeding ratio, especially if helium is

used as a first wall coolant. This is due to the fact that a layer

of strong moderator like H20 or even D20 placed in the region of

high neutron flux deteriorates considerably the neutron balance.

The following transfer of some neutrons below the (n,2n) reaction

threshold associated with further slowing-down results in a re-

duced neutron multiplication and increased parasitic neutron captures

in the first wall, in the coolant (H 20), in the structure materials and in

the multiplying medium. Liquid metals, except in the inelastic scattering

region~d.onot moderate the neutrons as much as v-later, but they cannot

be used as blanket coolants because they are electricity conducting

materials and, due to their movement, produce magnetic fields

which unduly disturb the magnetic Gonfinement system. Now, an increase

in breeding ratio is extremely important. A fusion reactor should

be, if at all possible, self-sustaining as far as tritium is

concerned. This is because, not only tritium is extremely expensive,

but the tritium large quantities required by a relatively big

reactor like INTOR to make up for the tritium inventory in the

blanket and in the reprocessing and refabricating system, and

especially the tritium burnt by the fusion reactions, are very

difficult to obtain in the market, especially in the european

countries, which do not have a large military program like the

USA or the URSS.
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The second reason to use helium as a coolant is that in the case

of ceramic breeding materials (Li2Si03 , Li 4Si04 , Li20, LiAI02 and

others have been considered) helium is generally used as the

tritium purging medium. Thus, if it is possible to unify the cooling

anci~h_e J).ll:t:'g:!I19" funct ion:Lp Cl._singlSlfluid_, :the de sign-oLthe

blanket becomes simpler and more reliable.

The third reason in favor of helium as a coolant of a fusion

blanket is that it makes the use of a liquid breeder concept

(Li 17Pb83 , LiPb4BiS and lithium have been prQposed) simpler and

safer. Indeed}all these liquid breeders react more or less vigo

rously with water, while obviously not with heliuB. Thus, small

leakages of the helium coolant into the liquid breeder do not pose then

maj or problems.

However helium is by far inferior towater as a heat transfer

and transport medima. This is probably the reason why it has

not been proposed so far as a cooling medium of the first wall

and of the blanket of INTOR. A fusion reactor with helium cooling

in the blanket, however with \",ater cooling for the first wall J

has been proposed in the past by General Atomic /2/. The cooling

problem of the first wall is of course more difficult than the

cooling of the blanket, due to the much higher heat fluxes present at

the first wall backface. However helium gives the greatest

advantage just as a coolant for the first wall, because the

slowing down of the neutrons from the plasma should be reduced

as much as possible just in the region between first wall and lead

multiplier.

In case of helium cooling for the first wall and the blanket, one

should use helium cooling for the other parts of the toroidal chamber

inner surface (inboard and divertor sectors) as weIl, in order to

avoid increased neutron losses due to softened spectrum in any region

with moderating coolants (H20 or D20) hut without breeding medium.

An effective helium cooled blanket design requires therefore, that

all the surfaces facing the plasma are cooled by helium. In the

present paper we will show how it is possible to cool with helium

the walls of the INTOR divertor with the highest present heat flux

(1.7 Mw/m2 ), as weIl as the first wall and blanket on the outboard

sector of the torus. Two blanket designs}one with aceramie breeder

and the second one with a liquid breeder have been investigated.
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2. Neutronics

The variety of present fusion reactor blanket concepts requires a

clear indication fordeslgnTng an-opt1.ro1:iTIl-15IankeE-srrucEure-ön
the basis of physical and also technological premisses. Within

the severe constraints imposed by technological possibilities,

the optimum nuclear design should be identified first, determining,

in turn, the objective for technological solutions. A thorough

analysis of the physical processes occurring in the blanket and the

idea of proper space-energy correlation of the selected cross

sections with the neutron flux, create a reliable basis for de

fining the guidelines of blanket designing.

The above mentioned concept of neutron flux shaping has been

discussed elsewhere /3/ thus only the most important conclusions

are to be reminded. The idea can be reduced to the statement that

in limited volumes the maximum rate for a given reaction can be

obtained when having the neutron flux weIl peaked at the energy

of the maximum of the respective cross-section and situated in

the region of maximum concentration of the respective nuclides.

In other words, a concentration of neutron flux in this volume

with its simultaneous minimization outside this area may assume

the best neutron utilization in such circumstances.

In case of maximizing the rate of the 1. type reaction, e.g. thev
main tritium producing reaction 6Li (n,a)T,the objective is clear -

one should slow-down neutron as intensely as possible. According

to earlier suggestions /4/ for the 14 MeV neutrons the two

follov.ring physical processes are to be used in order to achieve

the above goal most effectively:

1) neutron inelastic multiplication processes - (n,xn) - for

energies above 1 MeV

2) proton elastic scattering - below this energy
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These quite general suggestions in practice signify sometimes

a difficult compromise between several competing processes contri

buting to the maximization of the desired reactions. neutron

... --multipliGation/-i·nelastAoG·~s·lowing--down-pa·ras4A:o±c--absorpt-ions· _ .

elastic scattering moderation.

The significance of either process must be evaluated in view of the

neutron balance: production - losses (leakage, absorptions).

The rather high thresholds of neutron multiplication reactions

(n,xn) make the multiplication rate to be sensitive to the neutron

spectrum within the fast region. It signifies that not only the

direct absorption processes - (n,p),(n,a) etc. decrease the neutron

multiplication but also practically all inelastic scatterings

driving neutrons do~m to energies below those thresholds. Since

all the above processes usually dominate at 14 MeV, from the

point of view of the neutron multiplication the presence of any

other nuclides i.e. the non-gaseous coolant and/or structure

materials in the multiplying medium is highly undesirable.

The need and the advantages of the neutron multiplication are

obvious, but they can be cancelled by insufficient leakage suppre

ssionwhen proper moderation is lacking, so this question is to

be discussed below.

The leakage suppression is important for two reasons. First, for

moderate breeder thicknesses - i.e. with the mean chord length

equal to only several mean free paths of 14 MeV neutrons, the re

duction of leakage by slowing-down can be even more important

than the neutron multiplication. Second, the neutron lösses due

to less than 100% breeding blanket coverage can be diminished

by possibly early (i.e. after not many scatterings) neutron capture

in the breeding medium, that in turnis to be achieved also by

intense moderation. A hydrodynamic model of neutron transport may

be helpful in explaining these effects. The action of hydrogen

by the slowing-down process and by the following neutron captures

reminds the suction of a pump placed ,in this area. As a result,

one can control the neutron spatial distribution and balance by

means of the neutron moderation process.
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One should also notice that inelastic processes slow-down 14 MeV

neutrons most efficiently i.e. even better than the proton scattering

characterized by a relatively low cross-section at this energy.

Thus, the choice of the neutron--mi.ilElpTfCäEion-;-Enät-aTwaysis-an

inelastic process, as the first probable interaction for source

neutrons is not in contradiction with the requirement of intense

moderation. Therefore, the need for undisturbed neutron multipli

cation (also as the desired slowing-down process in the higher

energy region) and further neutron moderation through elastic

scatterings is justified. As a result, their spatial separation

seems to be the best solution. The source neutrons should face

first the multiplying layer, if possible, free of all other

nuclides (except of a small amount of 6Li in order to suppress

parasitic losses, see below). Then, the breedingjmoderating re-

gion should follow the multiplying one.

The optimum thickness of the last one is a function of competing

factors. It should be thick enough to utilize most the neutron

multiplicationjinelastic slowing-down processes but simultaneously

thin enough in order not to hinder further desired neutron modera

tion in a hydrogeneous medium. Or in other words, it should not

unnecessarily prolong the neutron life in the system, that must

result in increased void streaming. The exact evaluation of the

(n,2n) reaction spatial distribution would require the knowledge

of the double-differential cross-sections for the reaction in

question, that is not available up to now. However, there are no

premisses to expect that the optimum multiplier thickness is

peaked. To the contrary, a flat maximum of the tritium breedi~g

is to be expected, thus leading to the conclusion that the

optimum thickness would not bring significant improvement of

the breeding ratio.

Finally, one should not forget the neutron parasitic absorptions

in coolants and structural materials, the presence of these

sets the lower limit to 6Li concentration at the level 1I'1here

parasitic captures start to compete significantly with tritium

breeding in 6Li • This effect becomes more important as compared

with the leakage losses with increasing volume of the breeding

zone and thus usually softer spectrum reducing neutron escape.
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Sometimes, it makes the lithium enriehment (in 6Li ) indispensable

that onee again favorizes non-absorbing eoolants vs. e.g. water •

. -- - ---In--view~ oT-arl-Ure- -ab-ave--cöm,riderat.iötlS-Ene-güla.eITnes-Tor -the

breeding blanket design ean be summarized as foliows:

For the most effeetive trapping of neutrons within the breeding

zone it should eontain a hydrogeneous substanee.

- The multiplying layer (of proper thiekness) preeeding the

mcderating region should not eontain nuelides attenuating

the neutron multiplieation (i.e. strueture materials, non

gaseous eoolants)

All regions of signifieant slow flux should eontain 6Li in

order to reduee parasite neutron eaptures in there.

AeeorcJing to the above indieations two breeding blaDket designs

have been proposed.

Three-dimensional neutron ealeulations have shown that the

tritium breeding ration (TBR) of the BOT/SM (Breeder Outside

Tube/Solid Moderator) referenee blanket design of INTOR is equal

to 0.66 (/5/, see also /1/ page 473), while the TBR referred to

the seetor eovered by the blanket only (one-dimensional ealeula

tion) is equal to 1.08. The ratio of these TBR values gives the

effeetive blanket eoverage faetor of 61%. If we assume 5% tritium

losses during the extraetion, reproeessing and refabrieating period

and a eoverage faetor of 61%, the resulting TBR for 100% eoverage

of a selfsustaining reaetor would be:

TBR 1.05
0.61 1. 72 ( 1 )
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This value is of course too high and impossible to obtain (unless

. . .. fü;J:;il~__J:lg1.li:L"2!1_..l!l~..l-_~~P1-~~~ a -t:..i~!l_.i~__~J2E~~~<J. __t:.l'1~ "t.__~s n()_~__~o~_~ i dered

here) even with helium cooling. However, if we assume that a

blanket can be placed on the inboard section of the torus, which

covers 25.5% of the inner surface of the torus (/1/ page 472),

and conservatively that the introduction of the inner breeding

zone is only half as effective as the blanket in the outboard

section, then the requirement for a selfsustaining reactor is:

TBR =
0.61

1.05

+ 0.255
2

= 1.42 (2)

The two blanket reference designs of the INTOR study have one

dimensional or local breedingratiosrof 1.08 for the BOT/SM

and 1.16 for the BIT/LM (Breeder Inside Tube/Liquid Moderator)

solution respectively, although the 6Li enrichment of 30% was

assumed /1/. Even in case of the alternative design with liquid

breeder (Li17Pb83 with 30% enrichment in 6Li ) the one dimensional

TBR is only 1.30 (page 798 /1/).

By the use of helium cooling and thus increasing the tritium

breeding we try to satisfy the boundary condition posed by

Eq. (2).

The objectives of the performed neutronic calculations were the

evaluation of tritium breeding ratios and of the nuclear heating

distribution indispensable for the design of cooling and tritium

extraction systems.
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- -- -- In_alJ._neutronic_calculations,__the-_one_dimenslonal-f-in-i-te--elemen-t· . - - - - --- ------

neutron and gamma transport code ONETRA /6/ in cylindrical geometry

was applied together with the University of Wisconsin 25-neutron,

21-gamma group cross-section set /7/ condensed from the ENDF/B-IV

based, Vitamin C libraray in P3, S8 approximations.

The blanket structures with the solid and with the liquid breeding

media are presented in Fig.1 and 2 respectively (for the blanket

description see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The corresponding nuclear

heating distributions are shown in Fig.3 and 4, while the TBRs

are given in Table I.

Table I: Neutron balance and tritium breeding performance

Neutron los ses Tritium breeding

Neutron Parasitic Absorptions Leakage
B1anket mu1ti- into
type Enrichment p1ication FW Breed. Hu1t. shie1d T

6 T7
Total

Liquid nato 1.63 .08 .19 .04 1.32 .02 1.34

breeder 30 % 6Li 1.63 .07 .09 .02 1.45 .01 1.46

Solid nato 1.60 .06 .17 .06 1.31 .03 1.34

breeder
30 % 6Li 1.60 .05 .09 .04 1.42 .02 1.44

The use of an one-dimensional code in cylindrical geometry signifies

that the results refer to a 100% coverage. However, since the bree

ding zone is weIl moderated one should expect that the

relative neutron losses in the breeder-uncovered areas should not

exceed their solid angle as seen from the neutron source.

The obtained values of tritium breeding ratio (Table 1) are very

promising and fully justify an optimistic evaluation of the proposed

designs of fusion reactor blankets.
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3. Heat Transfer Calculations for the Helium Cooled Divertor

The highest heat fluxes at the torus walls of INTOR occur at the

divertor plates. In the case of the mechanically attached concept

the peak heat flux in the cooling channels is q=1.7 Mw/m2=

170 w/cm2 (see Table VIII-15, page 418 of Ref. /1/). In the INTOR

design the coolant channels have a rectangular cross section and

are cooled by water. Here we assume that the coolant channels have

a circular cross section and that they are cooled by helium. We

choose coolant channels of 2 cm inner diameter, with the same

coolant channel pitch to channel width ratio as in the INTOR design.

Assuming that the maximum heat flux is over the whole length of

the coolant channel, the heat power per coolant channel is given

by:

where d

Q = qxdXL = 170x2x130 = 44200 W

diameter of the coolant channel = 2cm

(3)

L = length of the coolant channel = 130 cm (/1/ page 418)

The chosen helium conditions are the following:

Pl = inlet helium pressure = 52 bar

T1 = inlet helium temperature = 400 C

M = helium mass flow per coolant channel = 600 gis
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The relevant helium physical properties are given by (see for

instance Ref. /8/):

c = specific heat at constant pressure = 5.199 w/gOC
P -5 0 66
~(g/cm s) = viscosity = 0.4646 x10 (T(K))·

k(w/cmoC) = thermal conductivity = 3.623X10-5 (T(K))0.66 (4)

p{g/cm3 ) = density = 0.048091 p(bar)
.T (K)

v (cm/s)=sound velocity = 5.8875 X103/f0ö
s

Pr = Prandtl number = 0.67

The resulting helium outlet temperature is thus:

T = T + -Q--- = 40 + 44200 = 54.2 oC = 327.2 K (5)
21M c p 600x5.199

and the rnass velocity in the channel:

2190.99 g/cm s. (6)

Thus, assurning apressure drop in the channel of about 1.5 bar:

190.99 4
2.573 x 10 cm/s (7)

r.1a 2 = = 0.242
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The maximum heli.um velocity v 2=257.3 m/s might appear rather

high, however the maximum Nach number at the channel outlet

- ~~2__ = 0.242 is relatively 10"" so that no choking effects or
vibr~ti;;~s--are-espectecf.-E-ven---rr-tlie-lleTrumve-T<Yci-ty--i-s-high,-
the stresses on the structural materials are still acceptable,

due to the very low helium density, as we shall see later when

we calculate the channel pressure drop. Helium velocities of

the order of 100 m/s and more are used in helium cooled fission

reactors.

The pressure drop in the coolant channel is calculated as folIows:

.048091
Pm

.048091 51.25 7.700X10-3 3
Pm = = 320.1 = g/cmTm

(8)

v = 190.99 2.48x104 cm/s=m 7.7 X10-3

0.4646X10-5 320.1 0 • 66 = 2.092x10-4 g/cm s

Tue average Reynolds number in the channel is given by:

Rem

P vmdm= --- =
).lm

190.99 x2

2.092X10-4
(9)

The channel friction factor is calculated by iteration with

the Prandtl- Nikuradse equation /9/:

1 =

= 0.01053 (10)

and the pressure drop is:



L
bp = d A

p v 2
m m

2
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= 1.62 bar
···------H1)--

By an absolute helium pressure of about 50 bars, this pressure

drop appears to be acceptable. Due to the fact that the velocity

head is very high (Pmvm2/2 = 2.37 bar) the inlet and the outlet

of the coolant channel should be carefully designed (nozzle-

design) to reduce as much as possible the inlet and outlet pressure

drops. But even if the velocity head is completely lost, the

resulting total pressure drop of about 4 bar appears to be still

acceptable. We assume that a total pressure drop for the helium

cooling circuit of up to 5 bar (10% of the helium absolute pressure)

is acceptable. This leaves 1 bar for the rest of the helium

circuit. This is sufficient because in the rest of the helium

circuit we do not have geometrical limitations like in the

divertor plate region and we can use large helium ducts and

considerably lower helium velocities.

We calculate now the channel surface maximum temperature. Assuming

that the heat flux on the surface of the cooling plate is evenly

distributed on the half portion of the coolant channel facing

the inner side of the torus, the heat flux at the coolant channel

wall is given by:

dq = q
c 2!:. d

2

= 2x170
TI

= 113.3 w/cm2 (12 )

The maximum temperature of the channel surface will occur at the

channel outlet. The relevant helium properties there (T2=372.2 K)

are:

-42.123x10 g/cm s
(13 )
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thus: Re
2

= = 190.99x2

2.123x10-4 = 1.799x106 (14 )

-0.18
x 0.670 • 4 (403)

313

and

2= 1.493 W/cm K /10/ (15 )

qc 113.3
= T2 + h

2
= 54.2 + 1.493 = 403.1 K (16 )

A maximum wall temperature of 1300 C is acceptable. It is even lower

than that calculated in the INTOR study with water cooling (137oC,

see Table VIII-15 page 418, Ref. /1/).

4. Ceramic Blanket Design - Beat Transfer Calculations

Fig.5 and 6 show the first wall and multiplier 1 as well as the breeder and

breeder/moderator sections of the blanket. This blanket design cor

responds to the material data distribution of Fig.1.

The first wall is 1.17 cm thick and it is made of austenitic stain

less steel AISI 316 cold work, as suggested in the INTOR study /1/.

The thickness of 1.17 cm corresponds to the initial value (without

erosion) in the outboard section of the torus, where most of the

blanket is placed /1/. The first wall is cooled by stainless steel

tubes containing the coolant helium at apressure of about 50 bars

and temperatures less than 100o C. The cooling tubes run in toroidal

direction. The blanket is formed by poloidal segments, whose

average width is about 2 meters as in the European INTOR
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design/11/, thus all the coolinq tubes are assumed to be 2 meters

long. The tubes have an inner diameter of 0.6 cm and a thickne~~
- - - -------------_.__ ....- -----------------------------------------

of 0.03 cm. They are immediately welded to the first wall. The

tube pitch in poloidal direction is 0.76 cm leaving a minimum

distance between the tubes of 0.1 cm. To ensure a goodther~al

contact between first wall and cooling pipes, these are surrounded

by lead. Then there is a layer of lead 9.335 cm thick (neutron

multiplier by means of (n,2n) reactions),followed by another

row of stainless steel cooling pipes 'of 0.3 cm inner diameter

and 0.015 cm thickness containing helium coolant at about 50 bar
opressure and temperature less than 100 C. These pipes are welded

together and Iorm the outer containment for the lead layer. Out

side this layer of tubes there is an insulating layer of mineral

wool 1 cm thick. The function of this layer is to insulate the

multiplier side of the blanket, where the lead has to be kept at

a temperature lower than its melting point (327oC), from the

breeder and breeder moderator side of the blanket where temperatures

have to be lligher than 400oC. Such temperature is needed in order

to increase the tritium diffusivity in the breeding material and

thus decrease the tritium inventory in the breeder itself.

Fig.6 shows the breeder and breeder/moderator part of the blanket.

On the left side of the picture, next to the insulating layer of

mineral wool, there is the breeder portion of the blanket. On the right

side of this there is a mixture of breeder and moderator material. For the

present design we have chosen, as in the INTOR study, lithium metasilicate

(Li
2
Si0

3
) as representative for a ceramic breeder material. This

is because this material seems to be the most stable of the

various considered ceramic lithium salts (Li4Si04 , Li20, LiAI02 ).

However, all these salts are not yet weIl known, especially as far

as their behaviour under irradiation is concerned and their

capability to release tritium. During operating conditions it is

recornrnended that the Li2 Si03 breeder is kept at temperatures

greater than 4000 C to have a sufficiently high tritium diffusion

coefficient, and lower than 6000 C to avoid sintering and therefore,

again, an increase in the amount of tritium retained in the breeder
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/1/. Tritium inventory aspects will be discussed later in the

paper (Section 6). The Li 2Si03 is in form of spheres or particles

of 2 mm diameter. The spheres are contained in perforated stain

less steel tubes with an outer diameter of 2 cm and a thickness

- ----af -0·:-03cm~--Theperföra.te-d-tuD~s-crr-e-p-lcrced-in--a--trian-guJ:-ar

array with a pitch of 2.1 cm and kept in position by six spiral

ribs integral with the tubes. This type of arrangement with inte

gral spiral spacers has been proposed for fission reactor fuel

elements, and similar tubes (albeit without perforations) of

stainless steel havebeen manufactured /12/.This type of breeder

element allows a small amount of heliu~ to percolate through

the breeder particles. Due to the heat produced in the breeder,

the helium expands and is forced outside the perforated tube

into the coolant channels placed between the tubes, while cool

helium from the channels penetrates the perforated tubes /13/.

This has the advantage of improving theheat transfer within

the bed and between the bed and the helium in the coolant

channels /14/ and, even more important, of improving the continuous

extraction of tritium from the breeding material. The small breeder

particles occupy about 74% of the space inside the perforated tubes

(The packing factor of 74% is the maximum possible with a bed

of equal diameter spheres: see for instance Ref. /13/). The cal

culations have been performed ,,7ith this packing factor of 74%.

Socetimes in the literature practical values for the packing factor

of 62% have been quoted. If the assumed pncking factor of 74% were

difficult to achieve in practice, then it would be necessary to use

particles of two different diameters (for instance 2 rm and 0.8 ~ID)

which allow higher packing factors. Another possibility of compen

sating for the low breeder density is to increase the 6Li enrichment.

In the region breeder/moderator of the blanket, there is the same

arrangement of tubes (triangular array with p=2.1 cm, d=2 cm and

six spiral integral spacer ribs) , however 2 of every 3 tubes con

tain the moderator. The tubes containing the moderator are not

perforated, have an inner diameter of 1.9 cm (thickness of tubes

0.05 cm) and contain zirconium hydride (ZrH 1 • 7). This is solid

up to high temperatures (>750o C) and has been used as solid

moderator in fission reactors (for instance in the KNK reactor)

for its high content of hydrogen. The breeder and moderator elements
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are contained in stainless steel pressure tubes (see Fig.6). These

tubes run in toroidal direction and are about 2 meters long. To

increase the filling of the blanket region as much as PQ~~:i.J::>]'§ __
_______. , ... .. c ...__

two types of tubes have been selected: one with an outer diameter

of 18 cm (thiekness 0.2 cm) and the other "'Ti th an outer diameter of

7.45 cm (thiekness 0.08 em). The bigger pressure tubes eontain
-

63 breeder or moderator elements each, the smaller pressure tubes

10 only. ~ltogether the thiekness of the blanket, inelusive of

the first wall, is 48.5 em, whieh is within the limitation given

in the INTOR study (50 em /1/).

Fig.3 shows the nuelear heating distribution in w/em3 in the

eeramie blanket deseribed in the previous section for a neutron

wall load of 1 Mw/m2 • 8eetion 2.3 gives a short deseription of ho",r

the neutron caleulations to obtain this power density distribution

have been performed.

The heat transfer ealculations are performed for ablanket for

INTOR, i.e. for a neutron wall load of 1.3 ~1/m2. The data of

Fig.3 have thus to be multiplied by 1.3.

The heat transfer ealeulations have to be performed by iteration

until the position of the surfaee of maximum lead ternperature is

determined. The position of this surfaee determines the splitting

of the heat going to the eooling eoils of 0.6 em diameter at the

left of the multiplier from the heat going to the eoils of 0.3 em

diameter on the right side. The one-dimensional heat eonduction

ealeulations in the lead have been perförmed assurning a linear

power distribution in eaeh of the sides of the lead multiplier:

q. = a + bxv (17 )

where x is the distanee from the surface of maximum temperature.

Thus the temperature distribution in the lead is:

( 2 3JT= T 1_ ax + bx
Pb Pb max kpb 2 6 (18 )
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where kpb is the thermal conductivity of lead:

(19 ) /14/

The constants a and bare of course different for each side and

can be obtained from Fig.3 once the position of the surface of

maximum temperature is chosen. The temperatures at the borders

of the lead layer are determined by the heat transfer by conduc

tion through the steel cooling tubes and by the heat transfer

by convection between tubes and cooling helium, therefore they

depend upon the power splitting in the lead. That is the reason

why the calculations have to be performed by iteration. Fig.5

shows the result of this iteration procedure: the surface of

maximum temperature is at 4.56 cm from the outer surface of the

first wall. The assurr~d thermal conductivity in the stainless

steel tubes is 0.156 w/cmoc (thermal conductivity of steel at

1000 C: see Ref. /1/ page 350). For the calculation of the tempera

tures of the tubes near the first wall, we took account also of

the heat flux on the inner surface of the first wall and of the

average nuclear heating in the first wall itself. These were the

values calculated for the outboard section of the INTOR: i.e.

13.6 w/cm2 and 13 w/cm3 respectively (see Ref./1/ page 333). The

helium physical properties and the calculation procedure were

those of section 3 and we do not need to repeat them here. The

main results of the calculations are given in Table II.All the

results appear to be accepta.ble. In particular, helium velocities

and velocity heads are lower than for the divertor cooling tubes

(see Section 3). The resulting maximum temperatures of the outer

side of the first wall and the maximum temperature of the lead

are 121.4oC and 2490 C respectively. Both these values appear to

be acceptable. Indeed for the outboard region of INTOR the outer

or back-face temperature of the first wall is about 1200 C (see

Fig. VII-4, page 341 of Ref. /1/), while a temperature of 249 0 C

appears to be sufficiently lower than the melting point of lead
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(327oC). The lead of course has no structural function. This

function is rather taken up by the cooling tubes themselves.

The powerdensities given in Fig.3 are referred to the total volume

of the breeder and of the breeder/moderator section. The power

densities of Fig.3 have thus to be multiplied, besides the factor

1.3 (see Section 4.2), also by the factor:

cP =1
19x _. =
18

1.2947 (20)

for the breeder section. This is to take account:cf the fact that no

power is produced in the space between the pressure tubes (see

Fig.6) and that for the nuclear calculations the mineral wool

layer of 1 cm thickness (where no power is produced) was considered

as part of the 18 cm thick breeder section. And for the breeder/

moderator section by the factor:

cP =2 = 1.2266 (21)

to take account of the spacebetween the pressure tubes.

4.3.1 Breeder Section

We perform the calculations for the case of 30% Li6 enrichrnent,

because for this case the power density is higher in the breeder

(see Fig.3) and for the region near the multiplier where power

density is the highest. The thickness of thebreeder region

considered is 4.1 cm, which corresponds to the thickness of

two breeder rods and the space in between. The considered power
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density is thus (see Fig.3):

q = 1.3x1.2947x2.93 = 4.93 w/cm3
v_.__ _._--_._--_.__.._ _ _ - - _- _ __ _-,.- - ----_.._-----,.._-

(22)

The area of the unit cell surrounding a coolant channel (see Fig.6)

is given by:

2Acell = 1.910 cm (23 )

while the cross section area and the hydraulic diameter of the

coolant channel are respectively:

A = 0.3328 2cm (24)

d h = 0.2022 cm (25)

The inlet and outlet helium coolant temperatures in the breeder

and breeder/moderator sections are chosen with the following

criteria:

- the helium inlet temperature T1 must be such as to ensure that

the breeder is at temperatures higher than 4000 C to have 'suffi

ciently high tritium diffusivity in the breeder itself (Ref./1/,
opage 440-441). Thus we choose T1=400 C.

- the helium outlet temperature T2 is practically the same as

the maximum temperature of the pressure tubes. To reduce the

possible tritium penetration through these steel pressure tubes

this temperature should not be greater than 4500 C (see Ref./1/

page 480). We choose therefore T2=450oC.

With these assumptions we may then calculate the amount of heat

given to each cell and the required helium mass flow per cell:

Q - L q A = 200x4.93x1.910 = 1883 Wcell - v cell (26)

1883
5.199(450-400) = 7.245 gis (27)
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The helium mass velocity in the cell is:

the average helium viscosity:

(28)

and the average Reynolds number:

Re
m

= ~2..;..1..:;..'7.;..7.;..x.--;0;...;.;..;;2~0.;;;2.;;,.2

3.5x10-4 -
= 1.258x104 (30)

Following Ref. /17/ a new Reynolds number is defined:

Re' = Re /f'm m

with

O 5 3 2.16

(
. • [ ( /d) ]

F = ~) + 7 • 6 (EId)

(31)

(32)

where p is the pitch of the breeder rods (p=2.1 cm) and H is the

axial pitch of the integral spiral spacer ribs. We assume here

H=60 cm. We have therefore:

o 5 3 2.16
F = (221) • +[.16 ~~ö7~~) J = 1.0954

and

Re' = 11.0954'X1.258x 104 = 1.317x104

For Re'<1.9x 104 , Ref. /17/ suggests that the channel friction

factor is:

(33)

(34)
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A.=FXCR[0·:~~;7 + 60, - 3.2Xl0-
3
] = 1.0954x2.2 [0.1317 0.17 +

Rem Rem (1.317X104 )

~ -----~ --~--~-- -~-J -- ------------ --~- ---~ ----- --~~---- --~ ~-- ~ ~--~~~---- ~ -- ~-- -
+ 6_0__-> _ 3.2X10-3 = 0.06655

1.317x104

where CR=2.2 is a correction factor which takes account of the

increase in friction due to the momentum exchange which occurs at

the wall of the perforated tubes /13/.

Assuming a helium inlet pressure of 52 bar and guessing apressure

drop value ofllp=4.6 bar, one calculates the average helium density:

Pm = 0.048091

and average velocity:

49.7
400+450 + 273

2

-3 33.4242x10 g/cm (36)

___;;:.2...;..1,.:..'..;..7,.:..7--:- = 6358 cm/ s
3.4242x10-3 (37) ,

and the pressure

L
P v 2

L'lp A. mm= dh 2

= 4.56 bar

drop is:

200 3.4242x10-3x6358 2
= 0.2022 0.06655 .:....:.....;..;;:..=-:2~----:...:...:.....:.- 4.56x106 dyne/cm2

(38)

We calculate now the perforated tube maximum wall temperature at the

channel outlet (T2=450oC=723 K) .The helium physical properties there

are:
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and the Reynolds number:

(39)

21.77XO.2022

3.582x10-4 (40)

Thus the heat transfer coefficient between perforated rod surface

and coolant is:

2.1/2-1

o 4 (1+0.0208(22 1 -1)J(1-e- 0.02 )
= 0.0211 XO.67 • x2~36 0.2022·· 2.793x10-3x

/18/ (41)

where CSR=2,36 is a correction factor which takes account of the

increase in heat transfer coefficient due to the perforations in

the tube surface /13/.

The heat flux at the rod surface is:

Qcell

LX rrd
2

=
2X1883

200xrrx2 = 2.998 (42)

and the resulting maximum temperature at the rod surface:

= q2 2.998
T2 + ~ = 450 + = 453 0 c

2 1.005
(43 )
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As one can see the temperature difference between wall and

coolant is very small and the improvement in heat transfer

___~_()~~~.~~i-e_nt_Cl_l.!E:l . 1:() .. t:.h:E:l__ PE?_:r-~g.!"~t ig}!~_ ~E...!1e>."l:_Y§ :r-YJ_IT\E()_~j::c!I1,:t __• __ .. __ .... ___

We proceed now to calculate the maximum temperature in the

breeder particle bed. This calculation is performed by iteration.

By the last iteration we know the average temperature of the bed

and thus the helium properties, as weIl as the average helium

velocity in the particle bed. For an average temperature in

the bed of 440.5 0 C = 713.5 K one has:

~ = 0.4646x10-5x713.5 0 •66 = 3.351x10-4 g/cm s

(44)
49.7 -3 3

p = 0.048091 713.5 = 3.350x10 g/cm

and
3.35x10-3x115.3xO.2

-43.351x10
= 217.5 (45)

Where vb = 115.3 cm/ s is the average helium velocity in the bed, cal

culated in the last iteration step (see Eq.(46) below),

dp=0.2 cm is the diam~terof the particles and Reb is the ted Reynolds

number. The pressure drop across the length (L=200 rnm) of the bed

is imposed by the pressure drop in the coolant channel, i.e.

~p = 4.56 bar (see Eg. (38». Thus,by means of the equation of

Fehling /19/ which gives the pressure drop in the bed as a

function of the velocity for low Reynolds numbers (Reb <500) one

obtains the helium velocity in the bed:

= 115.3 cm/s

= 0.742.'/ 2xO.2x4.56x10
6

~ 0.78x 3.35x10-3X200(1+8 6:;4)

(46)

=

Where D is diameter of the particle bed, E=0.74 is the packing

factor of the bed, and ~ is the drag coefficient of the single

particle. For Reb=217.5, ~=O. 78 (see Ref. /9/ page 16).
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For Rebxpr = 217.5xO.67= 145 and ~~10, Fig.11 of Ref. /13/ gives

the ratio of the effective bed thermal conductivity to the helium
--conduct-iv~ty:-~----------------- ------ --------------------------------- ---- -- ---- - - - --------------

k'
c = 23k 2

(47)

The average bed temperature at the outlet section of the breeder

is 465 0 C therefore:

2.831x10-3 W/cm s (48)

and k' = 23x2.831x10-3=0.0611 W/cm s
c (49)

The breeder rod linear rating is given by:

2Qcell
L = 2x 1883

200 = 18.83 W/cm (50)

and the maximum temperature in the breeder is:

T T +
ql

= 453 + 18.83 476 0
C (51)= =

b max w2 41Tk '
41TXO.06511

c

4.3.2 Breeder/Moderator Section

v've perform the heat transfer calculationsfor the moderator only,

because the power density in the breeder is here slightly lower

than in the breeder section. The calculations are performed for

the case of nc3.tural litium because the power density is higher.

Again we consider the 4.1 cm thick slab next to the breeder

section. The considered power density is thus (see Fig.3 and

Eq. (21 ) ) :
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= 1.3x1.2266x2.625 = 4.19 w/cm3

____ Analogo_usly__ toEq.__-<261_:___ _

Qcell = L qv Acell = 200x4.19x1.910 = 1599 W

The helium mass flow per coolant channel is given by:

M = 7.245 /2.i = 10.75 gis

(52)

(53 )

(54)

because the helium pressure drop in the breeder/moderator

section is the same as in the breeder section. The mass flow

in the breeder channels is 7.245 gis. In the moderator channels

the mass flow is 12.2 higher because the surface of the moderator

rods is smooth and not perforated like in the breeder rod, thus

the correction factor eR is for the moderator rod equal to 1 and

not 2.2 (cf. Eq • ()5) ) •

The helium mass velocity is thus:

H 10.75
= Ä = 0.3328 = 32.29 gis (55)

and the helium outlet temperature

1599
= 400 + 5.199x 10.75 = 702 K (56)

The helium properties at the channel outlet are therefore:

and the Reynolds number:

(57)
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(58 )

The heat transfer coefficient between rod surface and coolant

helium at the channel outlet is given by:

p/d-1
0.02)(1-e

[ 1+0.0208 (22·1 - 1)](1-e
= 0.0211xO.670 • 4

0.2022

k R 0.8
2 e 2

2.1/2-1
0.02 )

2.738x10-3

4 0.8
(1.859 x 10 ) /19/ (59)

The heat flux at the rod surface is:

Qcell

'ITd
LX 2'"

2x1599 2
= 200x'ITx2 = 2.544 W/cm (60)

and the resulting maximum temperature at the rod surface:

T = T + q2 = 429 + 2.544 = 433°C
w2 2 h 2 0.581

(61 )

The temperature difference in the stainless steel cladding is

given by:

2.544xO.05
0.156

(62)

The moderator rod linear rating is:

q = 2Qcell = 2x1599
1 L 200 15.99 vJ/cm (63)

The thermal conductivity of zirconiQm hydride at 440°C is:
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/20/ (64)

--- -- -T-hus- i:~he--ma*40mum-~em!"era-ture-4cn--t-he--mode-rator--is .~ ---

15.99
= 433 + 0.8 + 4nxO.2127

(65)

We have assumed here that the thermal conductivity of ZrH
1

•
7

and ,

ZrH
1

•5 are the same, and we have neglected the temperature difference

between outer surface of the moderator and inner surface of the

cladding. If we assume a heat transfer coefficient between these

two surfaces of 1 w/cm2oc (typical value for fuel elements of

fast reactors), the moderator maximum temperature would be only

slightly higher (442o C). The main results of the heat transfer calcu

lations for the breeder and the breeder moderator of the ceramic blanket

are shown in Table 111.

Ne ca~culate now the stresses in the pressure tubes due to the

coolant pressure. Ne perform this calculation at the coolant

channels outlet, where the temperatures are the highest. The

stresses are:*

= 2088 bar
(p -LJ.p-p )D

1 0 1
2 8 1

(P1 -LJ.p-po) D2

2 s2

(5 2-4 •6- 1 ) 1 8
2xO.2

= (52-4.6-1)7.45

2xO.08
2160 bar

(66)

for the bigger and the smaller pressure tubes respectively. For

stainless steel AISI 316 cold work at 4500 C the acceptable stress

is about 2100 bar (see Fig.VII-14, page 367 of Ref. /1/), thus

these stresses can be deemed as acceptable.

*If we assurne vacuum in the region between the pressure tubes,

to reduce the stresses on the first wall, then Po = 0 and 01

and 02 become 2133 and 2207 bar respectively.
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S. Liquid Breeder Blanket Design - Heat Transfer Caleulations

Various lithium alloys have been proposed as liquid breeders for

a fusion reaetor (pure liquid lithium, L
17

Pb
83

, LiPb
4
Bi

S
and

others). For the present design we ehoose as representative of

acliquid breeder the alloy Li 17Pb83 , beeause it shows very little

evidenee of a ehemieal reaetion with water (see page 796 Ref./1/)

and also beeause its physieal properties are relatively weIl

known (page 797, Ref. /1/). However/the eompatibility between

Li
17

Pb83 and stainless steel at high temperatures might pose

a problem, for this reason in Ref. /1/ page 799 a limitation
oof 670K = 397 C has been suggested for the eontaet temperature

between steel and Li 17Pb83 • In the present study we will also

assurne this temperature as the upper limit for Li 17Pb83 . On the

other end the melting point of Li 17Pb 83 is 22S oC, thus the

temperature of this breeder material must be higher than 22S oC

during operation to ensure that it is liquid, so that tritium

ean be extraeted by eontinuouseireulation of the breeder out

side the blanket region.

Fig.7 and 8 show the first wall and its eooling system, as weIl

as the breeder/multiplier and breeder/moderator seetions of the

blanket.

As in the previous design the first wall is made of stainless

steel AISI 316 and it is 1.17 em thiek. Also here the first

wall is eooled by stainless steel tubes eontaining helium at

apressure of about SO bars and temperatures less than 1000 C.

The tubes are plaeed in the same way as in the ease of the

eeramie blanket design and have the same inner diameter, thiekness

and piteh. To ensure a good thermal eontaet with the first wall

they are surrounded by lead. The tubes are thermally insulated

from the breeder seetion of the blanket by a layer of mineral

wool 1 em thiek. This to separate the low temperatures in the

first wall region from the higher temperatures on the
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breeder/multiplier side (higher than the melting point of the

breeder/multiplier) •

-~-----

The breeder/multiplier and breeder/moderator regions ofEhe

blanket (Fig.5) are made up of Li17Pb83 (breeder/multiplier)

and a mixture of Li17Pb83 and ZrH1 • 7 (moderator) respectively.

On the left side of Fig.5, next to the insulating layer of

mineral wool, there is a stainless steel wall of 0.5 cm thick

ness, then a layer of 9.99 cm thickness of Li 17Pb83 • The

breeder/multiplier is cooled by three rows of stainless steel

tubes placed in a regular square array with a pitch of

3,33 cm. The first row of tubes on the left side is 3;33 cm

distant from the steel layer. The coolant tubes have an inner

diameter of 1 cm and a thickness of 0.1 cm and contain helium

at apressure of about 25 bar and temperatures below 300°C.

The breeder/moderator section is separated by the breeder/multi

plier section by a steel wall of 0.5 cm thickness. These two

stainless steel layers have a structural function as well. Thethick

ness of 0.5 cm has been chosen because this is the thickness of

the steel wall for the liquid breeder design of the INTOR study

(see Fig. XXI-30, page 797 of Ref. /1/). The thickness of the

breeder/moderator region is 30 cm. The cooling of this region

is obtained by 6 rows of stainless steel tubes placed in a

regular square array with a pitch of 5 cm. The first row of

tubes on the left side is 2.5 cm distant from the steel layer

separating the breeder/multiplier and the breeder/moderator

regions. The coolant tubes have an inner diameter of 1.4 cm

and a thickness of 0.1 cm and contain helium at apressure of

about 25 bar and temperatures below 3000 C.

The breeder material in liquid form (Li 17Pb83 ) is separated from

the moderator (solid ZrH1 • 7 ) by a steel tube concentric with

the cooling tube, with an inner diameter of 4.5 cm and a thickness

of 0.1 cm (see Fig.5). The diameter of this tube is so chosen that the
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volume ratio of the moderator to breeder in the breeder/moderator

region is about 2 to 1 (This is suggested by neutronic considera-

_ ._i:j.0E_s_.t2-_:i.ll.s:.r_e_e:t.~~_tl1§J:~~~E:Lding__as_much_-as--possib-le)-.--AJ.-togethe-l':' .

the thickness of the blanket, inclusive of the first wall, is

43.8 cm, which is within the limitation given in the INTOR study

(50 cm /1/).

5.2 Heat Transfer Calculations: First Wall

Fig.4 shows the nuclear heating distribution in w/cm3 in the liquid

breeder blanket described in the previous section for a neutron

wall load of 1 Mw/m2 • This distribution has been obtained with

the neutronic calculations (see Section 2.3). The heat transfer

calculations are performed for Ci blanket forINTOR, i.e. for a

neutron wall load of 1.3 MW/m2 • The data of Fig.4 have thus to

be multiplied b~ the factor 1.3.

For the calculation of the temperatures of the first wall cooling

tubes, we take account also of the heat flux on the inner surface

of the first wall. We assurne here again the heat flux at the inner

surface of the outboard section of INTOR: i.e. 13.6 w/cm2 (Ref./1/

page 333). The power densities in the first wall, in the tube

region and in the thermal insulation region are those given in

Fig.4 tirnes 1.3. The heat produced in the thermal insulation is

transported almost completely to the first wall coolant tubes

because on the right side of the thermal insulation the tempera

tures are considerably higher than on the left side. As the helium

physical properties and the calculation procedure are the same as

those of Section 3., they are not repeated here. Table IV gives

the main results of these heat transfer calculations. All the

results appear to be acceptable. The resulting maximum temperature

of the outer side (back-face) of the first wall is 120o C, about

the same value obtained for the outboard region of the INTOR

(see Fig. VII-4, page 341 of Ref. /1/).
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- - - -- -

The power densities in Fig. 4 arereferred-to-Hi.e-totä.rvolUine

of the breeder/multiplier section, they have thus to be multi

plied, besides the factor 1.3 (see Section 5.2), also by the

factor:

<P1 =
0.5+9.99

9.99 (67)

This takes account of the fact that for the heat transfer calcula

tions we assume pessimistically that all the power is produced

in the breeder/multiplier, while the results of Fig.4 are re

ferred to the total volume of the breeder/multiplier
1
or also to that

of the 0.5 cm thick steel layer and of the cooling tubes (1.2 cm

outer diameter). We perform the calculations forthe case of

30% Li6 enrichment, because in this case the power density is

slightly higher in the breeder/moderator (see Fig.4). We con-

sider the square unit cell of 3.33 cm side nearest to the

thermal insulation because here the power density is the highest.

For this cell, considering the correctionsmentioned above, the

average power density in the Li
17

Pb
83

is 6.4 w/cm3 •

In the calculation of the temperature of the Li 17Pb83 only con

duction is taken into account, because the convection velocity

of Li17Pb
83

is very small to avoid any disturbance of the plasma

confining magnetic field. The maximum temperature of the breeder

is at the edges of the square cello Assuming a linear power

distribution along the diagonal of the unit cell and neglecting

the heat conduction perpendicular to the diagonal (this is a

pessimistic assumption: a two-dimensional heat conduction calcu

lation would surely produce lower temperatures at the edges of

the square):

a + br (68)
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where r is the radial distance from the center of the cooling

tube (cell center), one can obtain by integration of the heat

_. __._<::Q!1c3.ll.gj:j.QIL.?gll9.t::iQn tb.?__te.mp-ex.at.ure_.dLfference.be..tween.the-

maximum breeder temperature (Tb ) and the temperature atmax
the outer surface of the coolant tube (Tb1 ):

T - Tb max b1 (69)

with

q1 = power density at the tube surface (left side, where the power
3density is higher) = 6.64 W/cm

q2 power density at the edge of the cell(left side) = 7.49 w/cm3

r 1 outer tube radius = 0.6 cm
3.3312'r 2

radius at the cell edge
2

2.35 cm

kb = thermal conductivity of Li 17PbS3=0.17 W/cmoC (Table XXI-12,

page 797 of Ref. /1/)

With these numerical data one obtains:

o
Tb max - Tb1 = 65.2 C

The heat flux across the coolant tube thickness, again on the

left side where it is greater, is:

(70)

7.49 + 6.35
2

7T X 1 .1
2

= 19.95 W/cm2
( 71)

and the temperature drop across the tube thickness:
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19.95 xO,1
0.181 (72 )

where 0.181 w/cmoC is the thermal conductivity of stainless steel
oat 280 C (Table VII-8 page 350 of Ref. /1/).

The melting point of Li 17Pb83 is 225 0 C,therefore we choose a

helium inlet temperature in the cooling tubes of T1= 225 0 C. We

can now perform the calculation of the coolant tubes temperatures

and of the pressure drop. The equations used are the same as

those of Section 3. The results of these calculations are

summarized in Table V. All the results appear to be acceptable.

As expected,the helium temperatures are here higher than in the

first wall cooling tubes, however the required helium pressure

is only the half. The maximum temperature in the Li17Pb83 is less

than the chosen limit of 397oC. The calculated temperature of

394 0 C is an overestimation of the real temperature because it

was estimated with an one-dimensional conduction calculation

(Eq. (68) and (69».

The power densities in Fig.4 are referred to the total volume of

the breeder/moderator section, they have thus to be multiplied,

besides the factor ).3 (see Section 5.2), also by the factor:

0.5+30
cl>2 = 30

7f 4.55xO.05
= 1. 1 41 (73)

This to take account of the fact that we assurne that all the power

is produced either in the breeder/multiplier (Li 17Pb83 ) or in

the moderator (ZrH1 • 7 ), while in the nuclear calculations all

the volume is considered, also that of the 0.5 cm thick steel

layer, of the cooling tubes and of the tubes separating the

breeder/multiplier from the moderator. We perform the calculations
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for the case "'1ith natural lithium because in this case the power

...._g~n~j..:t:'i_i~ slightlyhigl1eL.in.thehreeder/moderator.region

(see Fig.4). We consider the square unit cell of 5 cm side

nearest to the steel layer separating the breeder/multiplier

and breeder/moderator regions, because here the power density

is the highest. For this cell, considering the corrections

mentioned above, the average power density is in the breeder/

multiplier and moderator regions 6.2 w/cm3
•

Also here as in Section 5.3 for the calculation of the tempera

ture of the Li 17PbS3 only conduction is takeninto account.

The maximum temperature in the breeder/multiplier is on the

left side of the border breeder/multiplier and moderator, be

cause here the power density and the distance from the cooling

tube are the highest. Assuming a linear power distribution along

the radius going from the center of the cooling tube to the left

side of thecell:

q == a + brv (74)

one can obtain by integration of the heat conduction equation

the temperature difference between the maximum breeder/multiplier

temperature (Tb ) and the temperature at the left outer sur-max
face of the coolant tube (Tb1 ):

Tb max - Tb1 ~ U(a~; + b:~) 1ge :~ - i (r;-rn - ~8 (r~-r~)J
(75)

where the definitions of a, band k b are the same as those of

Section 5,3 (Eq. (69)) and the numerical values are:
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density at the coolant tube outer surface (left

=§.?4WIC::IIl~
density at the separation tube inner surface

side) = 7.28 w/cm3

r, = outer coolant tube radius = 0.8 cm

r 2 radius at the inner surface of the separation tube = 2.25 cm

With these numerical values one obtains:

o
Tb max - Tb' = 58.6 C (76)

With a procedure analogous to that outlined in Section 5.3 one

obtains the temperature drop across the wall of the coolant tube:

(77 )

and that across the separation tube:

(78)

The maximum temperature in the zrH,.7 moderator is calculated along

the diagonal of the cell, on the left side of the cell where the

power densities are the highest, using Eq.(69) of course with the

proper densities and radii. The thermal conductivity of the modera

tor material at 3900 C is 0.222 w/cmoC /20/. Also here the helium

inlet temperature in the cooling tubes has been chosen equal to

225 0 C to ensure that the breeder material is molten. The calculation

of the coolant tube temperatures and pressure drop is performed

with the same equations used in Section 3. The results of all

these calculations are shown in Table VI.AII the results appear

acceptable and are very similar to those obtained for the breeder/

multiplier region (Section 5.3).
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6. Assessment of Tritium Inventory for the Ceramic Blanket

Besides the heat transfer and neutronic calculations we deal

here shortly with the problem of the tritium inventory, because

this aspect is extremely important for the design of the blanket

of a fusion reactor. The tritium inventory in the blanket and in

the primary coolant circuit should be as small as possible. The

first and most important is a safety reason: every gram of tritium

has a radioactivy of 104 curie. Secondly, if the tritium inventory

is small, the problem of tritium supply is easier (the amount of

tritium imrnobilized in the reactor is smaller), however, for this

the tritium breeding ratio is the most important factor.

We assume that during the reactor operation tritium is mainly

stored in the breeding material, we neglect therefore the tritium

possibly absorbed in the other blanket materials (steel, moderator

and lead). According to Ref. /21/ and neglecting the tritium

absorbed at the particle surface, the tritium inventory in a

spherical particle is given by:

( 79)

where: a = radius of the particle = 0.1 cm

~ = number of tritium atoms produced per second in

the particle

D = diffusivity coefficient of tritium in the particle
. 2/
~n cm s.

The value of mmay be calculated as folIows. From the neutronic

calculations we obtain for the case with 30 % 6Li enrichment the

average number of tritium atomsproduced per lithium atom and per

second: 1.8x10-10 T/Li s. The density of Li in Li 2Si03 is given by:

2x6.941
= 2.53 ~x6.941+28~086+3x16

3= 0.3904 g/crn (80)
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and the number of Li atoms in Li2Si03 per cubic centimeter:

0.3904 23 3
6.941 ; 0.3389x10 Li/cm

6.0225x1023

(81 )

Thus the average tritium production per unit volume of blanket

material is:

and 13 4 3 10m; 0.610x10 x 3 TI 0.1 ; 2.56x10 T/s

(82)

(83)

The coefficient of diffusivity of tri tium in ceramic materials

is not weIl known. The value for Li2Si03 suggested in the

INTOR study (Ref. /1/, Table IX-3 page 442) is 2-5x10-9 cm2/s

at 400oC, however in Ref. /21/ values are given which are

an order of magnitude less than these. This discrepancy is ex

plained by the fact that intercristalline diffusion is much

faster than the diffusion inside the cristals themselves (This

problem is discussed in more detail in Ref. /22/), thus a particle

with many small cristals has ci larger effective diffusivity than a

particle made up of a few large cristals. A further complication

is brought up by the irradiation effects at high temperatures:

sintering,for instance,could produce a decrease of diffusivity.

We have estimated the tritium diffusivity in the Li2Si03 particles

at 400-470o C as egual to 10-9 cm2/s /22/, however we must say that

this value is highly speculative. Due to the fact of his importance

for the determination of the tritium inventory (it is inversely

proportional to the tritium inventory, see Eg. (79» future work on

fusion blanket should be concentrated in the determination of D.
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With the values discussed above the tritium per particle becomes:

I
2 ..56~1~iÖ~0.1

15x10-9
"- 1.70x1016 T/particle (84)

thus the tritium mass per particle is given by:

= t.70x1016 3.01605
6.0225x1023 = O.85x10-7 g/particle (85)

The inner surface area of the INTOR torus is 380 2m • If we assume

an 80% blanket coverage of this surface (see Section 2.2), the

Li 2Si03 inventory in the blanket is given by:

I = 0.8X380x104X2.53(0.4591x18+0.1485X18) =Li2Si03

Thus the number of Li 2Si03 particles is:

8.4x 107g = 84t

(86)

4 3
2.53 3"7f 0.1

and the total tritium inventory is:

97.94x10

0.68 kg

This inventory is relatively high,but probably still acceptable.

The tritium inventory in the helium primary circuit is much

smaller. We assume that the volume of the helium primary circuit

is about the same of that of the German prototype THTR (~ 3200 m3

/23/), because the thermal output of this fission reactor, 750 MW,

is of the same order cf magnitude of that of the INTOR reactor

(380 x1.3x1.25 = 620 }llq). In the present case we have two helium
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circuits of equal volume at an average pressure of 50 bar, one
oat an average temperature of 64 C and the other at an average

temperature of 425°C. Thus the amount of helium in the circuit

is:

= 3200x50 [0.5 X 293 + 0.5X 293J.
337 698

= 103000 Nm
3

(87)

The helium purification plant of the Fort St. Vrain reactor keeps

the amount of H20 in the primary circuit at the level of 0.5 vppm

/24/. If we assume the same impurity level here for T20, we ob

tain the following amount of tritium in the primary helium coolant:

7. Conclusions

Neutronic and heat transfer calculations have been performed

for helium cooled blankets for the INTOR design. The main

results of the present paper may be summarized as foliows:

1. The neutronic calculations show that the local tritium breeding

ratios,both for the ceramic blanket (Li2Si03 ) and fpr the

liquid blanket (Li 17Pb83 ) solutions, are 1,34

for natural lithium and about 1.45 when using 30 % Li
6

enrichment.

2. The heat transfer calculations show that it is possible to

cool the divertor section ofthe torus (heat flux = 1.7 MW/ m
2

)

with helium with an inlet pressure of 52 bar and an inlet

tenperature of 40oc. The temperature of the back face of the
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divertor can be kept at 130oC. With helium with the same inlet

conditions it is possible to cool the first wall as weIl

(heat flux = 0.136 tJIw/m2 ) and keep the back face of this wall

at a temperature of about 120oC.

3. For the ceramic blanket we use helium with52 bar inlet pressure

and 4000 C inlet temperature to ensure sufficiently high tempera

tures in the breeder material. The maximum temperature in the

pressure tubes containing the blanket is 450o C, while the

maximum breeder particle temperature is 476 o C.

4. The helium outlet temperatures (~ 90 °c and 450 °C) have been

chosen to keep the first wall and the blanket as cold as possible.

As in the INTOR study we strive to have a design with aminimum,

if still large, amount of material development work. It is quite

clear that a power fusion reactor for electricity production

would require higher temperatures to have an efficiency com

parable to that of the fossile fuel fired plants. However also

with these helium temperatures it is possible to produce elec

tricity with proper designed steam turbines (without water pre

heating through bleeder steam).

5. For the cooling of the liquid blanket the helium inlet con

ditions are 25 bar and 225 0 C. The resulting maximum temperature

of the Li 17PbS3 breeder is 395 0 C, while the maximum temperature

of the moderator (ZrH1 • 7 ) is 409 0 C.

6. The arrangement proposed for the ceramic blanket with the

breeder contained in perforated tubes promises an effective

helium mass exchange between the breeder bed and the main

helium flow. This, together with the possibility of keeping

an extremely low level of impurities in the primary helium

circuit, suggests that the tritium inventory in the coolant

helium should be very small (of the order of a few grams) .

The tritium inventory in the breeder could be considerably

higher. This inventory is inversely proportional to the

tritium diffusivity in the particles and directly proportional

to the square of the particle diameter. With particles of 2 mm

in dicuneter this diffusivity should be ~ 10-9 cm2/sec (tritium

inventory ~ O. 7 kg).
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Table 11: Ceramie Blanket. First Wall-Multiplier.

Results of Heat Transfer Caleulations

First wall side
eooling

Right side
eooling

Cooling tube inner diameter
(ern)

Cooling tube thiekness (ern)

Tube piteh (ern)

Tube length (ern)

Helium inlet pressure (bar)

Helium mass flow per tube
(gi s)

Helium aVe veloeity (ernls)

Veloeity head (bar)

Pressure drop (bar)

Helium inlet ternperature (oC)

Helium outlet ternperature (OC)

Heat transfer eoeffieient
(w/em2 OC)

Max. tube wall ternperature
(OC)

0.6

0.03

0.76

200

52

30.9

1.54x 104

0.84

4.0

40

89.6

1 .25

105

0.3

0.015

0.33

200

52

5.0
40.98x10

0.35

4.2

40

83.0

1 .01

94.7
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Table III: Ceramie Blanket. Breeder-Breeder/Moderator.

Results of Heat Transfer Caleulations

Rod outer diameter (ern)

Rod piteh (ern)

Rod eladding thiekness (ern)

Breeding or moderating material

Partiele diameter (ern)

Rod length (ern)

Coolant ehannel hydraulie diameter
(ern)

Helium inlet pressure (bar)

Helium rnass flow per eoolant
ehannel (g/s)

Helium average veloeity (ern/s)

Pressure drop (bar)

Helium inlet ternperature (oC)

Helium outlet ternperature (oC)

Heat transfer eoeffieient
(W/ern2 oC)

Max. tube wall ternperature (oC)

Max. bed or moderator ternperature
(oC)

Breeder in
Breeder Seetion

2

2.1

0.03

Li2Si0
3

0.2

200

0.2022

52

7.25

6358

4.56

400

450 (hot
portion)

1 .00

453

476

Moderator in
Breeder/Moderator
Seetion

2

2.1

0.05

ZrH1 • 7

200

0.2022

52

10.75

9431

4.56

400

429 (hot
portion)

0.581

433

440
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Liquid Breeder Blanket. First Wall.

Results of Heat Transfer Calculations

Cooling tube inner diameter (ern)

Cooling tube thickness (ern)

Tube pitch (ern)

Tube length (ern)

Helium inlet pressure (bar)

Helium rnass flow per tube (gis)

Helium average velocity (crnls)

Velocity head (bar)

Pressure drop (bar)

Helium inlet ternperature (oC)

Helium outlet ternperature (oC)

Heat transfer coefficient (W/crn2 °C)

Max. tube wall ternperature (oC)

Max. first wall back-face ternperature (oC)

0.6

0.03

0.76

200

52

25.1

1.20X104

0.52

2.6

40

87

1 .03

110.5

120
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Liquid Breeder Blanket. Breeder/Multiplier.

Results of the Heat Transfer Caleulations

Cooling tube inner diameter (ern)

Cooling tube thiekness (ern)

Tube piteh (ern)

Tube length (ern)

Helium inlet pressure (bar)

Helium rnass flow per tube (g/s)

Helium average velocity (ern/s)

Veloeity head (bar)

Pressure drop (bar)

Helium inlet ternperature (oC)

Helium outlet ternperature (oC)

Heattransfer eoeffieient (w/ern2 °C)

Max. tube wall ternperature (oC)

Max. Li 17Pb
83

ternperature (oC)

1 .0

0.1

3.33

200

25

40.9

2.38x104

0.62

2.08

225

285

0.66

318

394
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Table VI:Liquid Breeder Blanket. Breeder/Moderator.

Results of the Heat Transfer Caleulations

Cooling tube inner diameter (ern)

Cooling tube thiekness (ern)

Tube piteh (ern)

Tube length (ern)

Helium inlet pressure (bar)

Helium mass flow per tube (g/s)

Helium average veloeity (em/s)

Veloeity head (bar)

Pressure drop (bar)

Helium inlet temperature (oC)

Helium outlet temperature (oC)

Heat transfer eoeffieient (w/em2 °C)

Max. tube wall temperature (oC)

Max. Li
17

Pb
83

temperature (oC)

~~x. zrH
1

.
7

temperature (oC)

1.4

0.1

5.0

200

25

106.5

3.15x 104

1.09

2.21

225

275

0.77

319

395.5

409
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Fig.1: Ceramic blanket: material datadistribution for the
neutronic calculations.
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Fig.2: Liquid breeder blanket: material data distribdtion for
the neutronic calculations.
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Fig.7: Liquid breeder blanket: first wall and relative coolin~

system.
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Fig.8: Liquid breeder blanket: breeder/multiplier and breeder/
moderator sections.


